A Hering con guration of type k and order n is a factorization of the complete digraphK n into n factors each of which consists of an isolated vertex and the edge-disjoint union of directed k-cycles, which has the additional property that for any pair of distinct factors sayG i andG j there is precisely one pair of vertices, say fa; bg such thatG i contains the directed edge (a; b) andG j contains the directed edge (b; a). Clearly a necessary condition for a Hering con guration is n 1 (mod k). It is shown here that for any xed k, this condition is asymptotically su cient, and, it is shown to be always su cient for k = 4.
Introduction
Let n 1 be an integer and letK n denote the complete digraph on the n-element vertex set V . We consider collectionsG = fG 1 ;G 2 ; : : :;G n g of spanning subdigraphs ofK n . Note that the number of digraphs inG coincides with the size of V . We callG an orthogonal cover ofK n if (i) every directed edge ofK n belongs to exactly one of theG i 's, and (ii) for every two subdigraphsG i andG j (i 6 = j) there is a unique pair fa; bg of vertices such thatG i contains the directed edge (a; b) andG j contains the directed edge (b; a). Since the number of members ofG equals the number of vertices, we can use the vertex set V to index the members ofG. Since eachG i ; i 2 V is spanning, we can consider the vertex inG i to be distinguished, and we will refer to i as the root vertex (or simply the root) ofG i . Then we refer toG i as being the ith page of the cover. Furthermore,G i is said to be idempotent if the vertex i occurs as an isolated vertex inG i . The coverG is said to be idempotent if every page ofG is idempotent. Note that every page must have exactly n ? 1 edges.
Hering 6] raised the question of determining, for a xed integer k 3, for which values of n does there exist an orthogonal cover ofK n in which every page consists of an isolated vertex and a vertex disjoint union of directed cycles of length k. Such a con guration will be called a Hering con guration of type k and order n.
Clearly a necessary condition for the existence of a Hering con guration of type k, de ned onK n , is that n 1 (mod k). Let S k = fn: there exists a
Hering con guration of type k and order ng. It will be shown that for each integer k 3, there exists an integer N k such that if n 1 (mod k) and n N k , then n 2 S k .
Constructions
In this section we discuss two constructions for Hering con gurations, one of which is direct, and the other recursive. 
since is a k'th root of unity. Further, for a given pair of elements x and y, there exists a unique element u such that (uox)oy = u. Given these facts, it is easily veri ed that by de ningG i bỹ
f(x; xoi)g for i 2 GF(n), a Hering con guration of type k and order n is obtained. (i) every pair of distinct elements of V occur in precisely one block; (ii) the cardinality (size) of every block lies in K. A set S of positive integers is said to be PBD-closed if it has the property that the existence of a PBD v; S] implies that v lies in S. A well known theorem of R.M. Wilson 9] states that a PBD-closed set S is ultimately periodic with period = GCDfs(s ? 1) : s 2 Sg. Theorem 2.2. Let k be a xed integer 3. Then the set S k = fn : there exists a Hering con guration of type k and order ng is PBD-closed.
Proof. It is shown in 4] that if there exists a PBD n; S] and for each s 2 S there exists an idempotent orthogonal covering ofK s , then there exists an idempotent orthogonal covering ofK n whose pages each consist of the idempotent together with vertex disjoint unions of the connected components, apart from the idempotents, of the pages of the coveringK s . In the case at hand, these components are all directed cyles of length k, so the resulting con guration is a Hering con guration of type k and order n. Therefore S k is PBD-closed. 2 3 Asymptotic results on the sets S k
In this section, we show that for xed k 3, there exists an integer N k such that if n 1 (mod k) and n N k , then there exists a Hering con guration of type k and order n. To this end, let k be any integer, k 2, and let P(k) = fp : p is a prime, p 1 (mod k)g, and let Q(k) = fq : q = p t , p is a prime, t is a positive integer, q 1 (mod k)g. For any non-empty set of positive integers S let (S) = GCDfs(s ? Wilson's theory states that the PBD-closed set S k is ultimately periodic with period (S k ), and that for any m in S k there exists a constant C m such that if n C m and if n m (mod (S k )), then n 2 S k . We consider two cases, namely k odd and k even. Suppose rst that k is even. Then (S k ) = k, and since S k contains some member m 1 mod k, then by Wilson's theorem there exists a constant N k as in the enunciation of this theorem. Now consider the case when k is odd. Then the argument is slightly more di cult, since in this case (S k ) = 2k. Now suppose that m 1 mod k. If m is odd, then m 1 (mod 2k), and if m is even, then m k + 1 (mod 2k). Therefore if we can show that S k contains both odd and even integers, an argument similar to that above applied to each of these cases will establish the existence of the required integer N k . But since k is odd, then 2 (k) 1 (mod k) where (k) is the Euler phi function, so 2 (k) 2 Q(k). Therefore S k contains both odd and even integers, and the theorem follows. 2 4 The spectrum of Hering con gurations of type 4
Ganter and Gronau 2] have shown that S 3 = fn : n 4; n 1 (mod 3); n 6 = 10g. To obtain an analogous result for S 4 , we require the notion of the closure of a set of positive integers. Let K be any nonempty set of positive integers. TABLE 2 The case of Hering con gurations of type 6 is much more complete because of the fact that so many early members of S 6 are primes and prime powers.
Let N(6) = fn : n 7; n 1(mod 6)g, and C(6) = B Q (6) 
